
The Millicent Library 
CUSTOMER SERVICES POLICY 
 
The Millicent Library strives to offer first-rate library services to all. While the quality of the building and the collection is important, it is 
even more important that the library staff provide accurate, efficient and friendly service at all times. Although The Millicent Library is not 
strictly speaking a town department, it is important to remember that almost all our funds are appropriated by town meeting and that the 
patron as voter and taxpayer pays our salaries. 
 
The Customer Services Policy of the Millicent Library is the foundation for all staff interactions with the general public. All other library 
policies should be interpreted in the light of the principles outlined below. Compliance with this policy is a condition of employment. 
 
1. The Library should offer the same quality of service to all regardless of age, race, sex, nationality, educational background, physical 
limitations, or any other criteria which may be the source of discrimination. For instance, teenagers should be treated with the same respect as 
adults. 
 
2. Patrons should be treated as if they and their interests are important to the staff.   No clerical task or research project at the desk or 
computer is as important as approaching a patron to offer assistance.  Patrons sitting at the catalog terminal looking apprehensive or confused, 
should be asked if they need any help. 
 
3. Judgment calls should always be made in the patron's favor. Any mistakes should always be to the patron's advantage.  Rules are made as 
protection against chaos.  They should not override common sense as long as the staff member feels comfortable in bending the rule. For 
instance if a grandmother comes with 3 visiting grandchildren and has forgotten her card, we might let her take out a book for each instead of 
the one-book rule.  If there is a question, another staff member should be asked to help make a decision. 
 
4. Patrons should never be left without an alternative if a staff member is unable to comply with their request. Instead of a flat “sorry, we 
don’t have that item,” suggestions should be made as to how or where the item may be obtained, e.g. ILL or Internet used-book dealers. 
 
5. Staff members should be familiar with and able to articulate library policies as well as explain the rationale behind them.  For instance, 
when someone is told he can only take one item without a card, it should also be pointed out that we share a patron base with many other 
towns and it is easier to make a mistake when looking up a list of patrons. 
 
Demeanor 
Demeanor is defined as: the way a person looks, speaks, and acts; one's manner of behavior towards others; a personal mode of expressing 
attitude. Non-verbal demeanor conveys attitude via the facial expression and posture just as tone of voice and choice of words affect a 
message.  Staff should take care not to use library jargon. Patrons should not be made to feel they are interrupting someone from clerical or 
computer tasks or the telephone.  Each person walking into the library should be acknowledged even though a staff member may be busy 
helping someone else.  
 
In public service institutions such as the Library, it is a prime concern that every staff/patron interaction is a positive one for the patron. A 
friendly helpful demeanor can often ensure a positive experience even when the message conveyed is not a pleasant one. In dealing with 
“problem” patrons, staff members should first listen to the concern without interrupting and should make sure the patron is not embarrassed 
in front of other people. Any confrontation should be defused and the patron should be directed to the director or assistant director. 
 
Staff members are expected to act in a friendly, helpful manner which will ensure that the patron will walk away feeling that their experience 
with the Library has been a positive one. 
 
Each staff member, while at work, acts as a representative of the Millicent Library to each person or group with whom she or he comes in 
contact. The impression made on the patron profoundly affects the library's image and on-going support from the town as well as private 
individuals. 
 
Speech in the presence of, and in dealing with, patrons and other staff must not include profanity or vulgarity. 
 
Ethics 
The needs and requests of library patrons must always be taken seriously and treated with respect. Equal consideration and treatment will be 
given to all users within established guidelines and in a non-judgmental environment. 
 
All interactions and transactions between a library patron or group of patrons and the Library will be considered confidential and will be 
discussed only in a professional context.  Patrons’ names, or staff members’ names for that matter, should not be mentioned at the desk when 
discussing problems with co-workers.  Such matters include, but are not limited to, registration information, materials' selection, loan 
transaction records, reference questions, patron card status, etc. 
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